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Commendation

Cody, We want to express to you what a pleasure it has been to work with you and Nutech on our BCE # 3 Well. After the well
was drilled we were looking for someone to help us identify the best formations to develop. We had drilled 2 earlier wells and
had not received beneficial advice and the wells have not been developed to anyone's satisfaction.
If you recall we met you at the Oklahoma City Geological Society expo and had spoken to you about Nutech's services. You
offered good sound advice and we made an appointment with you to review our logs etc. We gave you the logs and whatever
other information that would be helpful and Nutech produced a petrophysical log analysis that is an excellent visual /management
tool. You met with us on a Saturday morning so our partner from Austin could be here to explain the results of the tests. We
were thrilled with the results. The presentation is very impressive and well laid out for the non-specialist to get a grasp of what
information is displayed on the electric logs.
This helped us develop our completion strategies in a multi-zone prospect. When we had the recommendations from our geologist and engineer, we went back to the Nutech log analysis to see if they were in line with what had been revealed to us with your
log.
You also advised us where to perf and what kind of a frack we should put on the formation. Again we matched that up with what
the engineer and the frack company suggested. Much to our pleasant surprise we did IP the well at 65 bbls/day and thanks to you
and the Nutrech logs we made a successful well by having credible and understandable information.

So not only did we grasp a better understanding of the formations we have, but you gave us peace of mind. It reminds me of the
Allstate commercial "Your in good hands with _______ (Nutech). Thank you so much for working with us. We look forward to
using your services in our next drilling project. We are happy to recommend you and Nutech to anyone who asks.
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